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Nancy Pelosi’s, the House majority leader, and Senator Chuck Schumer open their press conference with a lesson to be learned about legislation.

Even then there is very little legislative potential to be gained that qualifies as political unification across party-lines: congressional deadlock is an evident norm. The contemporary democratic party resorts to impulsive decision-making to incite opposition, but at the expense of radicalizing their base to the near-extent of extreme politics (with little or no direct contact with political reality). Where varying self-interests are motivated by short-term gains.

The winning strategy is for long-term interests to side with short-term gains: to regain control of American political power from radical politics and to pacify the population by implementing *authoritarian practices* meant to subdue impulsive desperation. Radical politics which is based on atypical norms that are on the fringe of economic ideology. Economic ideology that is a byproduct of radical science. Yet transcendentally euphoric in its unreason and political desperation.